A planar measurement approach is presented to obtain the radiation pattern, by which rotation operations can be removed or reduced for a source with narrow and divergent viewing angle, respectively. TheÉtendue conservation is applied to derive the intensity distribution relationship between planar and spherical surfaces, which is further used for the radiation feature measurement on planar systems. As an indirect approach, sampling position distribution and measurement sensitivity is then discussed. Four application scenarios of the method are proposed and experimentally studied, including: 1D, 3D wireframe, pattern reconstruction for Monte Carlo ray-tracing planar data and 3D pattern estimation for luminaires. 1D radiation pattern obtained by classical goniophotometer method is employed as an evaluation standard, and experiments indicate that the results agree well between the two approaches. Therefore, the planar measurement can be applied as an alternative or supplementary method of the goniophotometer to test angle-dependent attributes of sources.
Introduction
Radiation pattern is a significant tool to describe angular dependent strength for sources, such as light from luminaires or radio waves from antennas. The radiation behavior can both reflect intrinsic characteristics of sources and consequently has great influence to optimize system performance [1] - [3] . In applications such as antenna design, radiation pattern with a reconfigurable feature is essential to establish different communication links [4] .
At present, a majority of studies to obtain the radiation pattern can be classified into theoretical simulation and experimental measurement. Theoretically, the angular distribution behavior can be obtained by calculated or simulated models, which are based on intrinsic attributes or working principles for versatile types of sources. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method based on Maxwell's equations can be applied to generate patterns for complex source structures like OLED/LED [5] . Solutions or approximation solutions for beam equations is also an approach to provide the far-field pattern [6] . Monte Carlo (MC) ray tracing is another method to simulate radiation pattern with high precision [7] . In classical experiments, methods to obtain radiation patterns are based goniophotometer (G.M.) which can be classified into 3 types [8] . Nevertheless, in any type of the G.M., rotation is essential to measuring angular intensity variation in the spherical coordinate system [9] , [10] , where the sources are typically sampled in equal angular steps [11] , [12] . Generally, the light strength is measured sequentially step by step, but multi-channel detection can be employed to shorten the measurement process [13] . Furthermore, in order to obtain a 3D radiation pattern, the biaxial mechanical setup is commonly required to provide rotation in the range of 0°to 180°and 0°to 360°around the polar and the azimuthal angle, respectively [1] .
A lot of efforts have been made to optimize the radiation pattern measurement methods. Due to advantages such as flexibility and processing time-efficiency, Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras are employed to construct video-goniophotometers in applications such as bidirectional scattering distribution function measurement [14] , [15] . A multipurpose automatic angular attribute measurement platform is developed with computer aided angular motion, stimulus generator, data acquisition and visualization [16] . Though the radiation pattern is a far-field attribute of sources and the far-field measurement is the most straightforward method, near-field goniophotometries are developed to capture luminance images for all directions by imaging luminance measurement devices. As no distance restriction, it is regarded as a cost down approach with compact structures [17] , [18] .
Here, an approach is proposed to measure the radiation pattern in planar coordinate system, which can remove or reduce the rotation operation, especially for sources with narrow viewing angles. To achieve this target, theÉtendue conservation is applied to derive intensity distribution mapping relationship between the planar and spherical system. Subsequently, as an indirect measurement method, sampling position arrangement and measurement sensitivity are discussed. Finally, experiments are carried out about four proposed application scenarios of the method, including: 1D measurement, 2D wireframe pattern measurement, radiation pattern reconstruction based on planar data generated by MC ray-tracing, and 3D pattern estimation for luminaires.
Theoretical

Relationship byÉtendue Conservation
To measure radiation pattern in planar system, intensity distribution relationship between planar and spherical surface should be first investigated, which can be derived as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . To measure the emission pattern, let us start with the isotropic point source for simplicity. As intensity distribution is uniform across the whole spherical surface centered with the source, a reference point P can be defined on the target plane which is perpendicular to line TP. μ and are infinitesimal cross-sections on spherical and planar surfaces intersecting with an oblique pyramid rays, which can be geometrically approximated by a rectangle and trapezoid respectively. The light propagates in the free space can be regarded as the lossless system, where theÉtendue is conserved on both of the infinitesimal surfaces [19] . When the top angle of the pyramid ( θ) approaches 0, intensity distribution follows equation (1): [20] ϕ (θ) = ϕ μ cos 3 θ.
(
In which, ϕ (θ) is the intensity on the target plane, ϕ μ is the intensity on the spherical surface, and θ is the tilt angle.
When radiation pattern of the source under test differs from the ideal point source, intensity is no more uniform on spherical surface, but P can still be regarded as the distribution reference point. Referring to P, the radiation pattern can be described by the intensity distribution relationship defined as follow,
Where, ϕ σ (θ) is intensity at the θ angle direction of the source under test, ϕ p is the intensity of reference P, and F(θ) is the attenuation factor in θ direction.
For ideal isotropic point source, the intensity ϕ p across the whole spherical surface is constant and equals to the intensity at point P. Let ϕ p = ϕ μ and substitute equation (1) into (2),
Where, ϕ θ (θ) is the product of ϕ (θ) and F(θ), which represents intensity from the source under test at the direction θ of the target plane.
Equation (3) indicates intensity on spherical surface can be calculated from data on the planar surface at the same direction, which is proposed to measure radiation pattern in this paper. Since the radiation pattern is far field attribute of sources, it is usually measured on a spherical surface far enough away from devices under test. Therefore, like the far-field condition of conventional approaches, the distance between the source under test and the photodetector requires at least five times of the light output slot to ignore the influence of its size [21] .
In order to apply the relationship in measurement, sampling positions on the plane need to be first calculated based on the preset measurement step. Then, intensity on these positions is measured and further mapped back to the spherical surface by the corresponding angle factor cos −3 θ term.
Sampling Position Arrangement
According to Equation (3), θ is necessary to create mapping relationship between planar and spherical surface. In practical applications, arrangement of the sample positions can be arranged by two strategies: equal spatial interval step at a planar system or equal angle step at a spherical system.
Firstly, intensity measured with an equal spatial interval in a planar system is the most straightforward arrangement. In this case, θ can be calculated according to equation (4)
Where, (x, y) is coordinate of the sampling position at the plane, d is the distance from source to the plane. For 1D measurement, let y = 0 in equation (4), and then difference value of the two adjacent angles can be calculated by equation (5).
In the equal x interval measurement, two position arranging schemes need to be avoided as it can be seen in Fig. 2 (a) which is drawn based on Equation (4) and (5) . First, when the sampling distance d is not large enough comparing to x and x, θ tends to distributed unevenly. Thus, the sampling step of the spherical coordinate have sparser interval in the region and more details would be lost around small θ region. Second, the sampling position x is so large that θ and θ approaches 90°and 0°, respectively. Further increase of the value x will cause sampling positions cluster in the spherical system, which cannot provide effective information.
When the sampling distance d is far greater than the sampling interval and position, equal spatial interval measurement can provide to a reasonable distribution in spherical system. Therefore, it is preferable to arrange the detector at far field without too board viewing angle when applying the planar measurement approach.
Secondly, for an equal angular interval measurement, equation (6) can be employed to calculate the coordinate of the sampling position.
Where, θ and ϕ are polar and the azimuthal angle, respectively. Taken 1D measurement as the example for discussion simplification, let ϕ = 0 in equation (6) , and the distance between two sampling points at the plane is indicated by equation (7): Fig. 2(b) is drawn based on equation (6) and (7) and it illustrates that sampling position design in equal θ measurement must consider to limit the scope of sampling distance d and viewing angle θ, both resulting in a large spatial requirement. An extreme case is that angle θ is equal to or greater than 90°, the sampling position will be outside the planar range.
Since the distance is no longer a constant in the planar coordinate and the intensity of light from sources varies inversely as the square of the distance, it requires a much higher range for the sensor, which is one of the reasons not to arrange the sampling positions at large viewing angles.
Measurement Sensitivity
Measurement sensitivity caused by angle error is another factor must be considered during sampling. Based on equation (3),
Thus, the sensitive coefficient due to angle θ is determined by 3ϕ θ (θ) cos −3 θ tanθ. Equation (8) indicates that both θ and the attribute of the source have impact on the measurement sensitivity. Let us assume that the intensity distribution on the plane is described by equation (9) for the sake of simplicity [22] . ϕ θ = ϕ p cos n θ.
As detailed in equation (1), the intensity distributed on a plane emitted from an ideal point source follows the cubic cosine rule on the plane, that is to say, n equals to 3 in equation (5) . When n < 3, intensity attenuates faster than the isotropic source when θ increases. However, if n > 3, the intensity on the plane increases with θ with respect to point P, such as the bat-wing style distribution shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 3 illustrates that the sensitivity coefficient varies as a function of angle θ. For sources with large n, the measurement becomes more sensitive at a large θ angle value. Otherwise, θ has less impact on the sensitivity, but high sensitive detector is required to react to the low light power due to long distance. Therefore, although not compulsory, it is preferable to distribute the sampling positions around the point with strongest light intensity, and arrange the angular scope according to the measurement requirement. Fig. 4 indicates experiments for a LED by the planar and the G.M. approach. The experiment setup is easy to implement as demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) , in which the aperture array is preset in an equal angular interval arrangement according to equation (6) to determine the sampling position. Fig. 4(b) is performed at an equal angular sampling with a step size of 5°, ranging from 0°to 45°.
Experiment and Results
1D Measurement
As in the measurement process, systematic and random errors are inevitable, which arouse from different measurement setups, system disturbance, environmental changes, instrument drift, observation, electrical noise and so on [23] . The root mean square error (RMSE) is widely applied to evaluate the result agreement between two approaches, which is easy to be computed and has straightforward meaning of representing the normalized distance of the two datasets [24] . The RMSE indicated in Fig. 4(b) between the proposed and conventional methods is 0.0059.
To extend application of the proposed method, it can be combined with rotation for large view sources. By dividing the sampling process into groups, the rotation operation is performed between different groups, and removed in the same group by using the mapping equation (3). Fig. 4(c) shows the combinational measurement of a large view LED, ranging from 0°to 90°, with 30°in each group. The RMSE between the combinational measurement and G.M. methods is 0.0071.
The experimental results demonstrate that the values obtained by the proposed relationship agree well with the conventional method. Therefore, the planar approach can be applied as a candidate to measure the radiation pattern without rotation for narrow beam sources.
3D Wireframe Measurement
Due to the well agreement, 3D wireframe radiation pattern can be obtained by the proposed approach to provide designers with the overall properties of complex sources, which is hard to be represented by 1D patterns. Fig. 5 is an example of 3D wireframe radiation pattern for a luminaire with 3 emission lobes. It is an equal angular step measurement which shares the setup as in Fig. 6 . Radiation pattern for a bat-wing LED by MC ray tracing simulation. Fig. 4(a) except the aperture array is firstly set based on equation (6) as demonstrated in insets of Fig. 5 . Secondly, the source is collimated to the test plane and its intensity is subsequently measured at the positions. Next, rotate the source and repeat the steps until all concerned regions have been measured. Then, equation (3) is applied to map intensity from the planar surface back to spherical surface. Finally, results are combined together with rotation operators.
Pattern Reconstruction for Monte Carlo Ray Tracing Data
The MC ray tracing technique is a widely used simulation algorithm in applications such as image, nonimage system design, computer graphic rendering and so on. Due to advantages such as easy-to-implement, fit-for-parallel computation and high accuracy, it is usually as a gold standard to evaluate other algorithms [25] . In view of where the rays are emitted, MC ray tracing can be classified forward or backward one. The forward one simulates the physical rule of rays which emit from source, propagate through light path and finally reach detectors. It can provide more complete results for all preset detectors, but it is usually time costive and requires several hours or days to render a complex scenario. The backward one traces rays back from detectors to the source, in which increasing the number detectors will increase the computational burden. To obtain the radiation pattern by MC ray tracing commonly needs additional program codes for the function, or depends on whether the function is provided by a simulation tool. Even though the radiation pattern can be analyzed by tools, a large number of rays are sometimes required [26] , which results in additional computation time and resource. Once the radiation pattern analysis is not scheduled during simulation, it is inevitable to repeat the previous time consuming process. Fig. 6 is an example of bat-wing emitting LED by MC ray tracing algorithm ranging from −60°t o 60°. The simulation compares results between direct spherical data and planar data mapped according to equation (3), which is an equal spatial step measurement. Under the simulation condition, the RMSE between the two methods is 0.0052. It indicates that the mapping relationship provides a high accurate method to reconstruct the radiation pattern at a much lower cost, by which extra spherical detector, re-simulation process or even the radiation pattern analysis function of a tool are not essential for view limited sources.
Equation (3) can also help to reconstruct the 3D pattern from the 2D meshed plane which is generally used as illumination sensors in MC ray-tracing. Fig. 7 demonstrates the recovered 3D radiation patterns based on the relationship for three energy limit patterns, including Gaussian, Laguerre-Gaussian beam [27] and Ince-Gaussian [28] . It can be seen that the meshed detector provides the equal spatial interval sampling at Cartesian coordinate, such that the mesh blocks [33] , and (c) dodecahedron solar simulator [20] . Insets: 2D distribution captured on planar screen. twist from squares into closed regions with curved edges of varying areas. In each block of the mesh, intensity is a constant which represents the average value in the region.
3D Pattern Estimation for luminaires
Volumetric rather than compact luminaires are commonly used in applications such as solar simulator, medical systems, and so on. To obtain the radiation pattern of luminaires with G.M., large components are necessary to rotate the luminaire, or large testing room space is required to rotate of the detectors [29] . Thus, it is costive to estimate the 3D radiation pattern for large luminaires [30] . However, the 2D pattern is more easily to be captured on planar surface through screens or directly by CCD [31] , [32] , thus equation (3) can provide a basic morphology of the radiation pattern for estimation. Fig. 8 illustrates two estimated 3D radiation pattern of two energy limited luminaires, which is mapping back from 2D planar pattern captured through the screen as demonstrated in Fig. 8(a) . In particular, Fig. 8(b) is a combined source structure with separated components [33] , for which it is difficult to keep relative spatial position during rotation. In this case, the mapping relationship provides designers with a rapid and convenient approach to preliminarily estimate the radiation pattern shape.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the cos −3 θ term representing the intensity relationship between planar to spherical surfaces is derived according to theÉtendue conservation, which is further recommended for measuring radiation patterns in the planar coordinate. By using the relationship, intensity on the testing plane and the angle θ needs to be measured first. Subsequently, sampling position plan and measurement sensitivity is discussed, which suggests that the proposed method can be applied for narrow beam sources without rotation and extended for large view sources when combined with rotations.
Four application scenarios are presented based on the relationship and then studied by experiments. First, the 1D measurement of a narrow beam LED shows that the RMSE between the proposed and G.M. approach is 0.0059, while the RMSE is 0.0071 when measuring a wide view LED by three rotating groups, which indicates that the proposed strategy has high agreement with the G.M. Accordingly, the 3D wireframe pattern for a more complex source is obtained by mapping 2D plane data and then combined together with rotation operators. Furthermore, MC ray tracing results of 1D LED radiation patterns illustrates that the RMSE between the two methods is 0.0052, which indicates the relationship can maintain high precision in simulation applications. Thus, it is further employed to reconstruct 3D radiation patterns from simulated intensity distribution on 2D mesh detectors at a low cost. Finally, the relationship is proposed to rapid estimate the basic morphology of 3D radiation pattern for volumetric luminaires, which is constructed based on intensity captured by a screen or CCD. Experiments are performed to estimate 3D patterns for an ellipsoid-spherical combined luminaire and a dodecahedron illumination solar simulator.
Therefore, the proposed method is easy to implement and has a high consistency with conventional one in narrow beam source measurements. It also provides a swift way to estimate the basic shape of 3D radiation pattern according to 2D intensity distribution. Furthermore, it is easier to integrate multiple detectors on a plane than on a spherical surface, which allows multichannel systems (distributed such as the inset of Fig. 6 ) to be designed at a low cost in future works to speed up the data acquisition process. Although measurement scope by the approach should be limited due to sensitivity and space requirements, it can be combined with rotation setups to extend its applications and works as a supplementary method of G.M. to obtain radiation patterns without or with less rotation operations.
